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The best way to get hacked is to think you won't be.
Liberty Technology offers the most comprehensive security package 

powered by Cisco's Advanced Security Architecture.

Insurance | The Safety Net

We've partnered with insurance agencies to make sure 
you've got the proper coverage for your security plan. A 
cyber insurance policy can help businesses offset the effects 
of a data breach or network security failure. Most commonly, 

cyber coverage is some combination of four components: 
Errors and omissions, media liability, network security and 
privacy. It's the perfect safety net; there when you need it.
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Key Security Layers

Threat Response Service
The impact of a breach could be devastating to the busi-
ness. To reduce the damage, you need to deploy a security 
special forces team, like Liberty Technology, right away. We 
have experience in dealing with high priority security disas-
ters and we know exactly what steps to take to get you back 
up and running. 

HIPPA + PCI Compliance Services
You may want to add additional levels of security according 
to your specific vertical. Medical offices may be legally re-
quired to have HIPPA specific policies and software in place. 
Law offices may want to be aware of security measures that 
protect their client information. Whatever your specific needs 
may be our security team can help implement a solution. 

Security Umbrella  |  Internet Security + Content Filtering
The firewall isn’t enough. When your employees leave the office, do you know if your 
data is protected? With OpenDNS Umbrella, it is. Umbrella creates a new layer of 
protection between all the devices that rely on your network, and all the threats on the 
internet. No hardware to deploy means 100% uptime, and protection without hassle.

Security Training  |  Securing the Human 
With Liberty Technology email vulnerability testing and comprehensive user security 
training, your employees will learn to identify and avoid attacks, and you’ll know 
which of your employees are most phish-prone and what you can do to improve your 
business’s last line of defense. We can also help ensure that your technology does what 
your security policy says it's supposed to.

Endpoint Security |  Malware Remediation + Retrospection

Cisco Advanced Malware Protection can block malicious files from executing on all 

endpoints. It also knows every other endpoint where that file has been, so it can 

quarantine the file for all users.  With AMP, malware remediation is surgical, with no 

associated collateral damage to IT systems or the business. With Retrospection, AMP 

remembers what it sees, from the threat’s signature to the behavior of the file, and logs 

the data in AMP’s threat intelligence database.

Email Security  |  Anti-malware + Anti-virus
Email comes into your business in a torrential downpour every day, and the number 
of unique threats posed by email is only growing. Our email security offering makes 
sure all the emails coming in and going out of your network are safe. Viruses, spyware, 
phishing and other email threats are all stopped in their tracks, while your employees 
simply go about their day.

Security Appliance  |  Next Generation Firewall with AMP
With a legacy like Cisco’s, you know that your network is well protected behind a Cisco 
Meraki MX Security Appliance. Cisco Advanced Malware Protection (AMP) works in 
tandem with unmatched security features to shield your network, endpoints, and data 
– managed simply with the brilliant Meraki Dashboard.
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ID Agent  |  Dark Web Monitoring + Reporting 

Our Dark Web Monitoring service connects to multiple Dark Web services including 

TOR, I2P, and Freenet, to search for compromised credentials, without requiring you 

to connect any of your software or hardware to these high-risk services directly. This 

proactive solution provides real-time awareness of compromised credentials before 

identity theft or data breaches occur. 
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Get the Ultimate CyberSecurity-As-A-Service Blueprint. Don’t leave network security up to 
chance. Know that your business is protected by best-in-breed hardware and software solutions, 
with no extra frills or costs. Liberty Technology can determine the security of your network with a 
complimentary security assessment, and develop a plan that fits your needs, desires, and budget.

  770-229-9424Contact us today »                       libertytech.net/security    

Offering more than just Cyber-
Security. Ask us about how we can 
help secure your physical location 
with state-of-the-art camera security 
systems and access control.
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We do what 
we do because we 

value liberty. Yours and ours. 
We know that  businesses and 

communities flourish when we 
embrace change and find ways 
to connect more meaningfully to 
what matters most. We all have 
limited time and energy, so it’s 
important to continuously question 

and improve our connections to our 
work, our teams, our customers, our 

community. Because when our connections 
are strong and true, we’re at liberty to go further 

than we might have imagined. And that’s freedom.
That’s Liberty.


